
2016 Election, Again

Description

Revolts and revolutions usually happen when the screws of oppression get loosened a little and when
things are improving – that’s when people get confident enough to fight back.

At the moment the screws are getting tightened and things in general are getting worse. That produces
demoralisation and apathy rather than revolt.

White people and social conservatives are much much more passive and demoralised now than at any
time in history. The chances of a fight-back have never been smaller. If a fight-back was going to
happen it would have happened in the 90s, when political correctness might still possibly have been
resisted. But it wasn’t resisted. There was no fight-back.

Sorry Boomer, but the “silent majority” no longer exists. It isn’t the 1980s anymore. Trump lost the
popular vote.

Did he? If so, did it matter?

Trump won 30 out of 50 states and almost 90% of counties (2700 Trump, 400 Hillary). If not for a few
big cities, where Democrats have done their best to oppress minorities and make them dependent on
government, Trump would have openly won the popular vote by a landslide.US counties, 2016 election.
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https://i0.wp.com/metrocosm.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/11/election-2016-county-map.png


And BTW, there’s a good reason why the leftists wanted a recount in only three states, and they still
crapped out on those. The tip of a very big iceberg:

http://www.foxnews.com/opinion/2017/01/25/john-fund-and-hans-von-spakovsky-why-trumps-probe-
voter-fraud-is-long-overdue.html

Michigan Recount Exposes Clinton Electoral Fraud: Half of Detroit Votes Show Signs of Tampering
Votes in Hillary-heavy Detroit may have been counted up to 6 times

https://www.lewrockwell.com/20&#8230;

and:
Voter integrity groups True the Vote and Vote Fraud.org who both ran voter rolls against results and
both came to the conclusion that at least 3 million illegals voted in THIS election.

Moreover, Pew Research (hardly a conservative outfit) and Old Dominion U have had studies since
2012 that show the percentage of illegals that vote is over 22%. CONSERVATIVE studies from
numerous groups incuding Harvard claim there are at least 10 million to 15 million illegal immigrants
reside in the US. ODU has consistently found 80% go to the DEM ticket meaning that conservatively,
1.8 million voted for Hillary. If you take TTV and VForg numbers – that means 2.4 million voted for
Hillary – more than her winning margin.

This doesn’t even account for the other 1.8 million of dead people who are on the voter rolls or – as we
saw in the Jill Stein recount – over 35% of the precincts in Detroit showed enormous vote fraud. In Las
Vegas in one county 9200 REGISTERED VOTERS had mail returned for lack of correct address – yet
92% voted in the election.

http://www.newsmaxtv.vegas/huuuge-nevada-voter-fraud-uncovered-worse-than-acorn/
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